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To:
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Subject:

RANGE SAFETY OFFICERS REQUIREMENTS

Per our discussion the following is a matrix for the MLGC range safety
officers’ certification and training requirements. Effective immediately.
Chief Range Safety Officer: (CRSO)
The CRSO is required to establish a filing system for all assigned MLGC
RSOs records
The CRSO is required to have a copy of currant certification for all
MLGC RSO’s.
Only certified MLGC RSO’s can be a RSO on the range during open
operations of the MLGC.
The CRSO is required to conduct a refresher course for all MLGC RSOs
every two years.
The CRSO will establish training and a probation period for all new RSO,s
( six months club membership probation) 20 hours on the job training
with a certified MLGC RSO.
A written recommendation from the training RSO. And approval from the
board for acceptance.

Range Safety Officers:
RSOs prior to acting in the capacity of an RSO are required to have
passed the requirements listed above. Only MLGC approved RSOs shall
wear identifying insignias, hats shirts etc.

The RSO may be tasked with the following or as directed.
RSOs report directly to the CRSO.
The RSO are responsible to keep his / her records updated
RSO,s are to enforce the rules and regulation pertaining to the MLGC
safety rules and bylaws
RSOs are to ensure that all MLGC shooters, members, guests, and
other authorized persons adhere to the safety rules by-laws and
SOPs in this document
RSO,s must wear a issued RSO hat or shirt or both when acting as
a RSO
 In case of the requested removal of any person or persons (including
members) form the MLGC property please note the following (name
if possible, description of person, vehicle and instruction to the
person in question)
 RSOs are to report to MLGC board any incidents on the range to include:
Accidental discharges.
Personal injuries.
Any other incidents deemed reportable


RSO are requested to donate one hour a month to conduct safety
inspections, membership verifications and be present at various MLGC
scheduled events

John Popke
President MLGC

